400 Series

Low Profile Fixed Replacement Window
The right window is finally easy to find,
when there is just not enough space for a standard picture
window. The 400 Series low profile replacement window allows
for a perfect fit and will let you achieve the goal of replacing
problematic wood sash frame windows. This specially designed
insulated vinyl window is custom made to fit precisely into your
existing opening, while maintaining the integrity of your home
and eliminating the need for jam modification. Vinyl low profile
windows help eliminate the rotting, shrinking, and eventual water
damage that commonly occurs with wood windows. Unattended
window rotting can lead to mold, pests, and potential structural
damage to your home. This window by Windowcrafters is
specially designed to fit into a narrow jam depth commonly
found in specialty shapes in foyers, bathrooms and large picture
windows. With its 1 1/2” wide low profile frame it is a perfect
solution when you don’t have space for a standard 3” window
frame. The installation method is also similar to wood sash
frame and the 400 low profile frame shows maximum glass and
minimum frame commonly found in wood while having all the
benefits of vinyl windows. So weather you are removing wood
or metal you’ll have a unit that fits just right and is backed by
a lifetime warranty. The 400 Series is available in a variety of
specialty configurations including half rounds, circles, eyebrows,
trapezoids, sidelights and deadlights. A winning combination of
functionality and beauty is finally here.

Functional, stylish & low maintenance:

Vinyl window are a winning combination of saving money by
lowering your utility bills as well minimizing exterior maintenance
costs. Vinyl is imperious to rot, swelling, rust, corrosion,
blistering, flaking, or infestation of termites. Vinyl windows do
not require paint or attract mold and fungus, and a nice hard rain
is often is all it takes to keep them clean. These features inherent
to vinyl make all Windowcrafters windows an impressive option
for any home.

Designed to save energy:
The 400 Series allows you to staying cool in the summer and
warm in the winter while keeping your energy costs in line. All
Windowcrafters replacement windows have all fusion welded
frame components for maximum strength and protection
3” width
from air infiltration, and water. Tests performed by the NFRC
show that vinyl windows have exceptional thermal ratings.
The 400 series far exceed Energy Star requirements of .40 in
both UFactor and SHGC, and with 2 levels of energy efficient
glass to choose from you will have superior energy saving year
round. Featuring a 7/8” insulated glass unit filled with Argon
900 Series standard
gas utilizing the Dura platform warm edge spacer system. Dura
Picture window
Platform contains no metal which means your windows will be
warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer, making your
home more comfortable year round. Dura Platform technology is the most
advanced on the market helping ensure your new windows will not have an
ig unit seal failure.
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All Windowcrafters windows feature the Cardinal group of LoE glass
products. Cardinal provides the ideal balance of solar control, exceptional
SHGC ratings and high visible light transmission. Weather you choose LoE270 which is the perfect glass for fighting the heat in our regional climate or
LoE-366 for ultimate solar heat reduction your windows will be specially
designed for year round comfort and exceptional energy efficiency.
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